Jan Verhoeven
Network specialist at VEDT
jan@verhoeven272.nl

Summary
Being trained as a chemical engineer I shifted my attention towards photographic materials
processing and handling, industrial halogen heaters and (most importantly) computer technology.
At the moment I run www.vedt.nl in which I act as the Linux Engineer and dutch importer for
Longshine Network hardware.
Another service offered by VEDT is Quality Assurance and Quality Control consultancy and
operations.

Specialties
Logical thinking, problem analysis, software design, programming in non-Windows environments,
network technology and equipment, Linux engineering. Quality Assurance, Quality Control.

Experience
Postbezorger at TNT Post
September 2009 - Present (5 months)
De halve middag met mijn hand in allerhande gleueven zitten wroeten tot de eigenaar van de gleuf
de boel leeg maakt.
Network specialist at VEDT
May 2009 - Present (9 months)
Owner at VEDT
February 2002 - September 2009 (7 years 8 months)
Linux development and deployment
Buying and selling of computer equipment
Importer of Longshine network equipment
Linux engineer for small and medium sized companies
Quality Assurance engineer at USHIO Europe BV
August 1999 - January 2002 (2 years 6 months)
Quality Inspection of industrial halogen heaters
Development of test equipment
Purchase high purity noble gasses and nitrogen
Development of company software
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Industrial angineering
Owner at A klasse product ontwikkeling
June 1993 - July 1999 (6 years 2 months)
Development and production of bicycle related products
Development of computer hard- and software
Import and export of computer software
Quality Assurance engineer at Fuji Photo Film
November 1984 - September 1993 (8 years 11 months)
5 recommendations available upon request

Education
Digital equipment
VAX and Datatrieve, 1989 - 1990
IHBO Eindhoven
Scheikunde, 1974 - 1979

Interests
Linux, canoeing, bicycles, rabbits, cooking, movies, computer hardware, Modula-2, Niklaus Wirth
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6 people have recommended Jan
"Jan, the guy who teached you to combine the job with humour: it fits!"
— Ton Reynders, Coating Inspector Colour Paper, Fuji Photo Film BV, worked with Jan at Fuji
Photo Film
"I know Jan for quite a long time. Actualy from our secondary school time in the early seventies. We
traveled together to school by bike and on the way we had a lot of fun. Later in Eindhoven we met
at the technical college were we studied chemistry. After a few years I switched to chemical
engineering in Breda and I lost contact with Jan. By accident we met again at the distribution centre
of AH in Tilburg were we both did some production work. I remember Jan as a very inteligent
syudent who although did not manage te achieve his degree. But nevertheless he made it in the
real world. His humor is incredible and I have always liked that. We shared the love for classical
photography including developing and printing and it is nice to read that he has foud a job in the
photo industry for quite a long time. The fact that Jan is now working in the computer business does
not sound very strange for me. I think this branch is perfect for him. Hans van der Aa, Materials
Consultant at Rijkswaterstaat"
— Hans van der Aa, studied with Jan at IHBO Eindhoven
"Jan is a very bright out-of-the-box thinker. He comes with solutions one does not expect. He has a
good sense of humour, which unfortunately is not understood by everyone. With his strong opinion
he will always support the weak and most in need."
— Hanneke de Jonge, Industrial Engineer, Fuji Photo Film, worked directly with Jan at Fuji Photo
Film
"Jan is a very pleasant colleague, honest, interested in many fields of work and as long as I
remember, especially at anything related to computers and maths."
— Carla Jansen, Executive secretary, Fuji Photo Film B.V., worked with Jan at Fuji Photo Film
"Jan's way of working is different. He sees the world in another perspective, without the blockades
of the teached way of thinking. That way a whole universe of posibillitys is his part, instead of lots of
problems and just a limited amount of solutions. I love his way of free thinking, talking and acting.
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And always having fun. The result of this all is, doeing business with Jan is solving your problems
quick, permanent and at a fair price."
— Jack Swinkels, Process engineer color paper finishing plant, FUJI FOTO FILM bv
Nederland, worked with Jan at Fuji Photo Film
"HP calculators was one of our common interest, but also long deep discussions on everything
could happen to us; sometimes with a conclusion, but always with the feeling that I had gained
more knowledge about life. I learned that Jan was one of the most intelligent people I ever met, and
I am very glad that I could work with him."
— Bert Bovens, Quality manager, Fuji Photo Film BV, worked with Jan at Fuji Photo Film

Contact Jan on LinkedIn
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